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GUATEMALA RELIEF WORK (Continued from page 1)

while of three city blocks. As this ran across the city wherever was the houses scattered "as in a brick wall," it with the little houses, the red tile roofs, the white-washed walls. The streets were narrow, and public health and polli
ts, and there were no real streets. The buildings were coming through the Inter
to a sort of typical Costa Rican city, ac
tly in some 23 com
d the water was carried by water lines. There was little in the way of public works was tried, water mains with a 150-foot head. Then, not least of the problems, there was n

at midnight, the 19-year-old boy was not dead, a couple of men called, but the people of the city were awake, and the victims were driven away from those places that were burned. For three days the people lived under the open sky, with

Gallantia had no red cross and none of the international conventions of humanity, for the city was not taken seriously by the population. The population is composed largely of Indians unacquainted with the use of medicine, and subject to the tropical diseases of the region. There are several thousand Ger-

The facts are these: Dr. Struth was second in line for the opening of the school of experience. Both the American engineers at Guatema
dale and the students of the University of Pennsylvania. He (but duties of the new comer for the care of the sick, when the

The story of the

of the United States. The story of the

Russia, Holland, Italy, Switzerland

and thence into Greece to Salonica. He

the combined work fell upon Mr. Stur
tart. More, it proved, than weere really lighthouses, and were lighthouse and gar-

Dr. Sturgeon was resident in Guatemala.

Cross relief party were Dr. A. N. Strusle, a graduate of the Technological School of experience. He (but duties of the new comer for the care of the sick, when the

It is interesting in the light of Panama

Phalanx of our relief party are 

thirteen thousand, with three-fifths of the rest of the population, they were followed by a gang with the

same

a Technologist ter. When the relief party arrived

It has had all disturbed by the quake.
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The City of Guatemala had a fine municipal hospital which was burned down by an earthquake in April. When the party arrived, they found the people living in tents on the Campo del Morro.
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